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APPENDIX

Note that the definition (Al) is not the 1lIOst general. Ve could
have introduced an arbitrary phase in the definition. i.e. :

c illljI - e ljI. The phase choice 11-0 is usually made for convenience.
See Ref5. 1,2 for details.

Assume now that 'f is an arbitrary four-component spinor. Then
'fc is also a four-component spinor. Defining

For convenience I will summarize the basic properties of
Majorana fendons in this appendix. Rather than study Majorana
particles in the Majorana basis. I will use the conventions of
Bjorken and Drell (Relativistic Quantum Mechanics. Mc-Craw Rill.
1964. Appendix A). Since we are dealing with self-conjugate
fermions in gauge theories, this latter choice is actually better
suited for calculations.

A Mlijorana fermion ljI is a self conjugate fermion. i.e.

,C = Cy°ljI* • , (Al)

2 ° -1The charge CODjugation matrix C • iy y satisfies C • -C •
-cf • -~. C y\l C- l • -YIf. Charge conjugation is an involution, i.e.

(.,c _ Cy0{,c) * _ Cy0C*YO, _ • (A2)

(A3)

c
'f - ,

ljI1 • -i--;r-
'f + "c'.. --;;;-
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one finds (use A2)

'1. + i,
'f • I

If •
c

ljIl. • '.. •
ljI • ljI c

I I
(A4)

If 'f describes a particle of mass m, then

- 1- 1 -
'fi" - 2 ' ..i' ljI.. + 2 ljI1 i' ljI1

(AS)

- 1 - l-
m'l"f - zm ljI.. ljI.. + 2 m ljII'" I

where we have used Eq. A6 below. Hence a four-component Dirac
field is equivalent to a pair of degenerate Kajorana fields. The
Kajorana fields ~ and "'I are two-component objects, as 111 obvious
from (Al). It is clear from (A3, A4) that the dec01llpositlon into
Hajorana fermions i. like going from complex to real objects, with
complex conjugation replaced by charge conjugation. The factors
of 1/2 in AS are necessary to have the "real" fields normalized
correctly.

The following identities hold for any two Hajorana 8l1t1
commuting feradons ljI and X. 1.e. ,C • '" and XC ·x.



(1) ~x • xljl
- II - II

(1i) n x • -XY ,

- II 5 - II 5
(iii) nyx·XYY'

(1v) ~JX • x~1/I (M)
- 5 - 5

(v) nix· - XY J.

(vi) ~ allVx • _ Xallv ,
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ABSTRACT

Neutrino mass patterns for one family with both left- and
right-handed neutrinos are discussed.

Talking about neutrino masses is very much like guessing the
solution to a puzzle without enough information. Different people
may guess different things. What I can do is to say something
based on my tastes.

If there are both neutrinos in the doublet and sin~let of the
Weinberg-Salam Model,l the most general mass Lagrangian ,3,4 for
one family of neutrinos is:

In deriving (M, iv-v) integration by parts was used and the surface
terms were neglected. Furthermore, it must be remembered that 1jI
and X are antic01lllluting c-numbers, i.e. ~ • -+ i. Eq. (M)
sUllllllSrizes all properties of Majorana fermions. In particular
M(ii) guarantees that they cannot couple to the electroll8goetic
field, M(vi) that a Majorana fermion has no magoetic Wl1III!nt.
When writing down Feynman rules one must remember that Majorana
fermions are real. The symmetry numbersare the same as for a
real spinless boson. J - C C C -c

~= -~[a vRvL + a(v )R(v )L + b(v )RvL + c vR(v )L] + h.c. (1)

where vL is the doublet neutrino which appears in the weak charged
current

e
L

Y
II
v

L
(2)

and ~ is the singlet partner of vt with the same lepton number; vC

is

c -1 -T . Tv • ~ v t • C v , C • 1Y2YO' C ·-C

the chirality eigenstates are defined as

HyS _ . +
vL • -2- vL, vL • (vL) YO

R R R R

ltyS L. 0 .
-2~vR

We have

V~ = (vL)c • (Vc)L •

R R R

We notice that because of fermi statistics, we have

c -c T(v )RvL • (vL) vR • -vL C vL ,. 0 •

(3)

(4)

(S)

(6)
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VL and vR are also called the interaction eigenstates. Upon diago
nalizing Eq. (I), we get the mass eigenstates. It has been proved

2

that the mass eigenstates are always Majorana spinors X and X
which are charge conjugation eigenstates +-

x, a cose (VL+V~) + sine (VR+V:)

x_ • sine (VL-V~) + eess (VR-V:) • (8)

By a suitable choice of the phases of vL and vR and the angle e,
Eq. (1) bec~es

Equation (10) is an image of Eq. (7).
The angle e in Eq. (8) can b2 measured in "neutrino-anti

neutrino oscillatiorr' experiments in which we observe the number
of neutral current events which varies like

(
2 2 ). 2 111+-111-

Sln 2e cos~ L • (12)

~e transformation frolll v to X of Eq. (8) is a Pauli transfor
mation which does not change the kinematic part of the neutrino
Lagrangian. Thus the effective Lagrangian of the free neutrinos
expressed in terms of Majorana spinors is

The properties of the three terms in Eq. (1) under the group
SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(I)B_L are listed below. (Here B is the baryon
number.) For convenience in going to the quark sector, we keep
track of B though we will not discuss quarks here.

(17)

(18)

(16)

[::)

-1
PX+P ax

V
L

a cose' WL + sine' W:

Equation (16) gives an ambiguity. There is no reason to say
that e' = O. However, t9is ambiguity may be resolved if the neu
trinos have substructure like the neutron. In this case, I would
favor the neutrino mass pattern in Fig. la with double fine struc
tures. It is also very likely that e' = 0 in Eq. (16), especially
if the subspinor particles are all charged.

In some unification models, e.g. in the original Weinberg
Salam model l and the SUeS) model8 of Georgi and Glashow, there is
no position for the right-handed neutrinos. Then the eigenstate of
mass must be X

t
in Eq. (8) with e a o.

Let us stlck to the complicated case with both left- and
right-handed neutrinos. We put vR and eR in a doublet of SU(2)R'
formally

where Wis the Dirac spinor which satisfies Eqs. (10) and (11). It
is very unlikely that this angle e' (in general, a unitary trans
formation from v to W) can be specified experimentally. If we
choose e' a O. we have

T 2 im+ l-yS . 2 im_ l-yS
9L • cos e 22 C -2- - sm e 22 C -2- • (IS)

P +m+ p +m_

Equation (IS) should be the propagator appearing in double a decay6
if the charged current is exactly Eq. (2).

Now a question is, whether vL and vR are Dirac spinors. The
only information we have gotten from experiments so far is that the
charged current may have the form Eq. (2). Suppose the charged
current interaction eigenstates are exactly left-handed spinors, we
may still have the most general left-handed neutrinos

(11)

(9)

(10)

(7)-1
C X±C a ±X±

WC • It WIt-I
where

ol.a -!i(III+ X+X+ + III_X_X) •

The Dirac spinors are the eigenstates of parity

II' 1j.G'-1 = W

f WCp-l = _Wc

and

and using the inverse of Eq. (8) we have

and we have ~he sec~nd kind of propagator for the Majorana spinors

..--. T l-ys ~ T l-Y5 ± im± l-Y5
X±L X±L • -2- (±) X±X± C -2-· 22 C -2- (14)

P +111±

lfX+ (~-m+)X+ + lfX_ (J-m _)X_ (13) SU(2)L x SU(2)R B-L (T3L,T3R)

vavL
(2,2) 0 (If, -Ii)

-c (3,1) -2 (1,0)vLvL

- c (1,3) 2 (0,1) (19)
vRva
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If our Lagrangian has originally SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(I)B sym
metry (B is for B-L). then to get corresponding mass terms, we have
to introduce corresponding symmetry breaking in the Higgs sector
directly or indirectly. The effective low dimension Higgs 9 which
may develop useful vacuum expectation values (VEV) and have integer
electric charge are in the following list. The quantum number
(T3L.T3R) is for the electrically neutral components.

SU(2)LXSU(2)RXU(I)B (T3L,T3R) Survival Symmetry

(1) (2.2.0) (~,-~) (SU(2)L+SU(2)R)X B

(2) (1.2.1) (O,-~) SU(2)L x y

(IH (3) (2.1,1) (-10.0)
B

(T3L + "2) x SU(2)R

(4) (1.3.2) (0.1) SU(2)L x Y

(5) (3.1.2) (1.0)
B(T3L + "2) x SU(2)R

1(6)
(1.3,0) (0.0) SU(2)L x T3R x B

(II)
(7) (3.1.0) (0,0) SU(2)R x T3L x B

(22)

(26)

(25)

(24)me « ~ « mT •

~ = 0 (at the tree level) •
L

This ansatz has been avoided by Wittenl 6 in his minimal SO(IO)
model without Higgs 126-plet. The effective Higgs No.2 (which is
in 16-plet of SO(IO)) gets a big VEV - 10 14 GeV. He gets the mass
of the right-handed neutrino to be (Fig. 2)

md 2 7
m - -- M g a - 10 GeVvR mL

where i2e factor (md~mL)g is the Yukawa coupling constant and
M - 10 GeV. (1 = g /4T1 is the gauge coupling constant. All "one
scale" SO(IO) models give neutrino mass pattern as that in Fig. lb
with very heavy right-handed neutrinos. The low energy phenomenol
ogyof such models has nothing not already in the SU(5) model. S

In the E6• E7 and ES models, the same pattern can be achieved.
(2) The multi-scale SO(IO) models:

If the Higgs No.6 (which is in the 45-plet of SO(lO)) gets a
VEV at a scale larger than lOS GeV and the Cartan operators are
broken by the first effective Higgs in the List (22) at lower

This means there may exist several scales in the lepton-~uark level.
Thus the so-called "one scale grand unification models"l may not
be the best description of nature. though these models are simple
and beautiful. Models with several scales which have less desert
than models with one scale should also be in consideration.

Now let us return to the list (22). The Higgs in Category I
may break the symmetry more seriously than that in Category II.
Also. we notice that we can only break the linear combinations of
the three Cartan operators T3L, T~R and B-L which are perpendicular
to the operator Eq. (20). Depend1ng on the scale of breaking the
Cartan operators. we may get different models with different neu
trino mass patterns. For example. we may have two kinds of SO(IO)
models: 15
(1) The "one scale" SO(IO) moy~ls:

In the Gell-Mann-Fritzsch model, Higgs No. 4 (which is in
the 126-plet of SO(10))2ets a very bi2 VEV, but No.5 gets zero VEV
which is in the same 126-plet of SO(IO). Thus they implicitly used
an ansatz

One may argue that if me • ~ = O. we can get the separate lepton
number conservations too. why we do not have. instead of Eq. (23),
rove' mv »me'~'? This is a problem 't Hooft idea cannot solve.
There mHst be some arguments to prove that charged ~articles cannot
be massless. This statement is true for spin zerol and spin
larger than a halfl 3 particles. But there is no proof for s = ~
particles.

From the mass of the leptons. e, ~, and T we find

(23)

(21)

(20)

T B-L
3R + -2- = Y

II\.i .mv «Dle·DlIIe II

B-LQ = T3L + T3R + --2-

Before going ahead. let us discuss the idea of naturalness.
This. idea has been discussed in detail by Georgi and Pais. l O Re
cently. 't Hooftil gave a general and useful version of naturalness:

"A physical parameter (1(lJ) is allowed to be very small only if
the replacement (1(lJ) would increase the symaetry of the system."

When (1(lJ) = 0 implies a symmetry. its radiative corrections
must be under control and small, thus it is consistent to put it
small at the beginning. This idea can also be used for assigning
vacuum expectation values to the Higgs components: a component
which breaks the symmetry more seriously should get a smaller VEV.
't Hooft uses this idea to explain why electron mass is small:
when electron mass (or any fermion mass) is zero. we get a U(I)A
symmetry (or chiral symmetry). We can explain why the masses of v e
and vlJ must be small at the same time in the W-S modell too.
Suppose ve is very small, then vlJ must be saall because when
EV = mv = 0, we get electron lepton number and muon lepton number
co~serva~ions separately. This cannot happen if ~Je =~ = 0 nor
EVlJ • me = O. Thus we get



which means the neutrino mass, no matter whether it is a Dirac one
or a Majorana one, vanishes at the tree level. Owing to Eq. (26)
the effective Higgs Nos. 4 and 5 cannot get VEV. The effective
Higgs No. 1 must get VEV to give the lepton and quarks masses.
No.1 Higgs appears both in 10-plet and l26-plet of 50(10). By
suitable adjustment of the Yukawa couplings, we can obtain Eq. (26).
This fine tuning is ugly but accessible (i.e., high order correc
tions are small) because Eq. (26) gives extra U(l~ symmetry and,
if there are several families, it also gives the family lepton
number conservation to a high extent (violation is lest than
(mF/M)8, where mF is a typical fermion mass and M - 10 4 GeV). In
such a model, the Dirac mass of the neutrino is given by a one-loop
diagram (Fig. 3a)

where mL and mR are the masses of the left- and right-handed W
bosons.

The Majorana mass of the neutrino can be much smaller, if in
stead of Higgs Nos. 2 and 3 in Witten's model,16 we introduce an
effective Higgs (2,2,2) under SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(l)B (which is in
the 210-plet of SO(lO)) and give its neutral components VEV. In
this model, the Majorana mass of the neutrino is given by a two
loop diagram (Fig. 3b)

·u V
2

2 -6 -11m -. - - - ga - 10 - 10 eV. (29)
"'L "'R mw M

The consequences of the multiscale 50(10) model are: (1) We
have IwO kinds of neutrino oscillations: "'e - '" type3 and", - v
type; (2) The low energy physics is not the SU~2) x U(l) model
but the SU(2) x [U(1)]2 model. 17 That means we may get two low
lying neutral gauge bosons and the mass of the lighter one is
smaller than the mass of the z boson expected by the standard W-S
model.

In the extended SU(2) x U(l) models with right-handed neutrino
and nondoublet Higgs, a neutrino may get a Dirac mass and a Majorana
mass, too. These have been discussed by Zee, Cheng, and Li. 18 In
these models the lepton number violation does not imply baryon nua
ber violation. There are also grand unification models which main
tain baryon number as a global conservation law. 19
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energies, then the model will be very different from the "one
scale" models. In this case we need, instead of Eq. (25), the
ansatz

~ • 0 (at the tree level)

... -5
m - m - a - 10 m

v 1 ~ 1

(27)

(28)
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